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Books


Articles and Chapters


Barajas, H.L., & Ronnkvist, A. “Social Justice in Progress: Student Participation in a Transformed Educational Program.” Minneapolis, MN: Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREI), University of Minnesota.


Papers and Presentations


**Chung, C.J.** (February 2004). “Why Are In-Class Examinations (Sometimes) Such Grade Killers?” Teaching Brown Bag Series, General College, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, MN.


Koch, L.C. (June 2003). "Building Student Learning Communities: Successful First-Year Programs." North Central Teaching Symposium "Building Communities of Teaching and Learning."


Koch, L.C. (August 2003). "A Day in the Life of a Math Professor." First-year students at New Student Weekend, University of Minnesota. Minneapolis, MN.


Monographs


Grants and Awards

Ghere, D. “Bridge for American History” three-year grant administered by the Minneapolis school district. U.S. Department of Education. $1,000,000

Gray Brown, K. “Resistance and Resilience: Native American Challenges to the Theory and Practice of Liberalism.” University of Minnesota Multicultural Faculty Research Award. $6,951.

Gray Brown, K. Alliance of Native Scholars: Native American Research and Education at the University of Minnesota. Initiatives in Interdisciplinary Research, Scholarly and Creative Activities (IRSCA), University of Minnesota. Two-year grant at $5000 per year.


James, P., Bruch, P., & Jehangir, R. “The Multicultural Learning Community: Exploring Ways of Knowing and Learning.” University of Minnesota First-Year Learning Communities grant program. $8,000.

Lee, A., & Duranczyk, I. “First Year Learning Communities Initiative” seed grant. $7,500.
**Pedelty, M.** “Horatio Project.” McKnight Arts and Humanities Research Award. $15,000.


**Staats, S.** Next Generation of the Professorate teaching-with-technology program. $1,000.

**Recognition**

**Anderson, M.** *Jesus Sound Explosion*. Finalist for a Minnesota Book Award in the “Autobiography & Memoir” category at the April 25, 2004, awards ceremony.

**Websites**